
The Ultimate Guide to Understanding and Using
Atmosure Faraday Fabric for EMF Protection

Technology is all around us. Sure, this is a good thing — can we even imagine life
without our smartphones, laptops, and tablets?

But these same devices that we’re glued to today in and out, also produce
electromagnetic frequencies (EMFs) which is a major concern today.

EMF radiation is all around us and includes EMF frequencies emitted from cell phones,
laptops, wireless routers, smart TVs, cell towers, power lines, 5G towers, smart meters,
dirty electricity, and more.

Some people are sensitive to this invisible radiation, and experience very real physical
symptoms such as headaches, fatigue, burning sensations, nausea, and anxiety.

If you’re one of these people, it makes sense to take immediate measures to limit this
radiation.

But, even if you’re not, there’s every reason to do what you can to block out more
radiation than is necessary for your life, and Atmosure faraday fabric can help you do
just that.

What is Faraday Fabric?

Faraday fabric, also known as EMF fabric or an RF shield, is a flexible fabric made of an
interwoven metallic thread.

Cotton or polyester material is infused with thin strands of copper, silver or nickel
creating a powerful mesh that "attenuates," or reduces the intensity of radiation emitted
from devices such as the mobile phone in your pocket, the WiFi router in your home
office, and the smart meter outside your bedroom window.

The function of the fabric is to block electrical charges or electromagnetic
frequencies (EMF) radiation from entering or escaping whatever is enclosed
within it.

How Does it Work?



The concept is based on the principle of the Faraday cage, an all-purpose
electromagnetic shield, invented in the 19th-century by Michael Faraday.

The way it works is that when a charged object approaches the Faraday cage, instead
of directly passing through, the charged particles get attracted to the conductive
material, and simply pass around the outside. Negative charges travel on one side and
positive charges flow in the opposite direction — on the inside of the cage, the opposing
electric charges on each side cancel each other out. In the mesh itself, the electric
charge is zero.

Faraday fabric works exactly like a Faraday cage and reduces or eliminates EMF
entering or escaping whatever it encloses.

Why Atmosure Faraday Fabric

Atmosure’s faraday fabric comes in a high-grade metallic copper, nickel, and polyester
fiber composition in a fine diamond pattern for superior shielding.

➔ 99% blocking efficiency against EMF, EMI, RF signals and EMPs



➔ Rich golden-brown color, making it aesthetically beautiful
➔ Corrosion and tarnish resistant for long-term use
➔ Durable and lightweight
➔ Easy to use — simply cut and sew like standard fabric
➔ Available by the yard (44" x 36") for easy measuring and purchase

Multiple Uses of Atmosure Faraday Fabric

● Military-grade protection: Used by law enforcement agencies and the military
to block signals from WiFi routers, cellular phones, Bluetooth connections, GPS,
RFID, and more

● Data and identity protection: Highly-effective shielding material helps protect
against data theft and enhances digital privacy

● Anti-credit card skimming: Prevents hackers from accessing anything with an
RFID chip, like your credit card or building access card

● Reduce EMF for health: Blocks harmful radiation from your wireless gadgets,
helping to lower your EMF exposure

● EMP shield: Protects your devices from EMPs such as power surges, lighting,
solar flares and other electromagnetic pulses

● Commercial EMF protection: Minimizes RF exposure in commercial
environments and helps isolate signals in secure facilities

● EMF testing: Provides RF isolation for testing hardware and software, great for
wireless IOT testing

● 5G network protection: Blocks harmful 4G and 5G signals

How to Use Atmosure Faraday Fabric

Simply cut and sew the fabric to create your own do-it-yourself RF shielded
enclosures and cases.



Atmosure faraday fabric is sold by the yard and measures 44 by 36 inches in size.
That’s enough fabric to comfortably make a shielded case for a tablet or laptop, with
fabric left over to spare.

Steps for creating your own faraday fabric enclosure:

● Lay out and fold the fabric over your device to completely cover it. This will help
you to measure out the size of your device

● Depending on your needs you can increase the shielding by adding more fabric
layers as required

● Leave some extra fabric at the edges to have enough space for hemming and
sewing the edges or sealing them with faraday tape (you can also simply fold and
wrap the fabric tightly around your device)

● Make sure to leave enough fabric to do a double fold for entries and flaps to
resealable enclosures like cell phones cases, tablet pouches etc.

● You can attach a Velcro seal to open and close the shielded enclosure

Common Applications for EMF Shielding

Atmosure faraday fabric is extremely versatile and can be used to block radiation
from a wide range of devices and equipment that emit EMF radiation including:

● Smartphones
● Laptops
● Computer towers
● Tablets



● Smart home appliances
● WiFi routers
● Cordless phones
● Credit cards and access cards
● Key fobs (for cars, homes etc.)
● Smart meters
● GPS devices
● External hard drives
● Walkie talkies (two-way radios)
● Power tools
● Electronic equipment
● Generators and inverters
● Circuit breakers
● Satellites

Atmosure’s faraday fabric is a great companion to have on hand, as a daily radiation
blocker wherever you go!

Important Tips for Using the Fabric

➔ You can cut and sew the fabric into a case or enclosure, or simply cover the fabric
properly over the device you want to shield against

➔ As with any fabric, this fabric is also only hemmed along one side (the bolt side),
so when the yard is cut off there’s no extra finishing at that end. So, when you
receive the fabric, it will not be hemmed on the shorter ends. For best results, it is
recommended to hem those edges to keep the fabric from unravelling

➔ You can also use faraday tape to tape together edges, or simply hem the edges
properly, making sure there are no openings for RF to enter or escape

➔ Make sure to create a double-fold of fabric for fold-over seal entries for pouches
and cases to make them more signal-proof

➔ To join multiple sheets of fabric, overlap them by at least 1-inch before sewing
them together or attaching with faraday tape. If using tape, make sure to tape
both the front and back of the fabric

Best Practices for EMF Testing

Important: To ensure maximum success with your EMF shielding project, it is important
to understand what your expectations are. EMF signal reduction is very different from
achieving 100% signal blocking. These are very different projects with their own unique
challenges. Every environment is different and the steps required to achieve your
desired result will vary depending on your particular environment, and what you want to
achieve.



➔ Placing the faraday fabric over a device may reduce direct radiation but will NOT
eliminate all RF signals. A reliable EMF meter will show EMF reduction, but keep
in mind that results may vary due to different testing environments

➔ To further reduce signals and radiation, the device must be COMPLETELY
covered by the fabric. Even the smallest opening can leak signals, leading to
inconsistent results

➔ One layer of fabric is enough for radiation reduction, but blocking powerful signals
like WiFi may require 2-3 layers of fabric on ALL sides of the device to completely
block signals

➔ Signal/radiation reduction for cellular data often depends on several factors. For
example, if you live in a rural area just one layer of fabric coverage may be
enough to block your signal completely. However, in a location with dense
coverage you may need to double up the fabric for best results.



➔ The way you use the fabric also depends on the application it is being used for.
To create a credit card cover that is inside your wallet, a single layer should be
sufficient. An EMF-proof laptop case may need more layers, if you’re looking to
not just reduce, but eliminate signals.

Safety Measures

Just like all faraday fabrics are metal-based making them flammable, Atmosure faraday
fabric is constructed of copper and nickel. As such, it is conductive, and may get hot.

Please note: Keep the fabric away from electrical outlets, power strips, and plugs.

Frequently Asked Questions

● What RF signals does Atmosure faraday fabric block?

Atmosure faraday fabric provides 99% shielding of WiFi (2.4 & 5GHz), cell phone
signals including 5G networks, Bluetooth, radio signals, GPS and RFID. To increase the
shielding and aim for complete signal elimination we recommend using a double layer of
the fabric.

● Can the fabric help protect you from wireless cell phone radiation and 5G
networks?

Yes! The fabric is composed of a fine metal mesh that "traps" the RF signal from your
phone, effectively blocking any outside radio waves (including 5G signals) from reaching
your device. A tightly sealed smartphone pouch made from the fabric stops any
incoming, outgoing and missed calls; blocks texts, prevents people tracing your location
via GPS, stops all internet activity (including on your favorite social networking sites)
and also stops any malicious programs or viruses from sending or receiving data.

● How do I know if the enclosure I created from the fabric is properly blocking
signals?

You can use a reliable EMF meter to test the level of signals blocked. Place the meter
on the device to measure signal strength BEFORE you cover it with the fabric. Then
cover the device with the faraday enclosure and retest the signal strength again. This
will help you assess how effective the enclosure you’ve created is, and if it partially or
completely blocks signal transmission.

● Why does the EMF meter not instantly show signal reduction when testing
my phone after placing it in a faraday enclosure?

When testing your phone for signal blocking, you need to wait 30-40 seconds after
placing it in the faraday enclosure as it takes some time for the cell phone to realize that
it is fully disconnected from the cell tower. It's going to try again and again to reconnect,
until it eventually stops and shows low or no signal.



● Can you stitch the fabric using a sewing machine?

Yes, a sewing machine can be used with our fabric. It’s best to use conductive thread
and also make sure to cover any open seams or holes with faraday tape for best
performance.

● Instead of sewing the fabric into an enclosure can I use it to line a wooden
box to make it signal blocking, and put devices inside to block signals from
tracking, hacking and also to provide EMP protection?

We have many customers who line their own enclosures with our fabric. It's
recommended to build or choose a wooden box with a tight lid and then line the fabric
completely inside the box (a staple gun can be used to attach the fabric to the wood),
and also make sure to line the inside of the lid with a double layer of fabric.

● If I make a cover for my Wi-Fi router, will the fabric block WiFi signal and
not allow the router to function?

If you completely cover the router with the fabric from all sides, it won’t function as it will
block the signal. By completely cover, we mean double up the fabric and make sure
there is a tight seal at the top, bottom and sides. However, even if you do not manage to
seal the router completely (for example, if there is a cable protruding out), the fabric will
still considerably reduce signal and provide EMF protection. This same concept can be
applied to any type of case, bag or pouch made with the fabric.

● Can the fabric be used to reduce EMF from a smart meter?

Many customers purchase our fabric for this exact reason with positive results. That
said, it is often difficult to cover the meter emitting the signal completely, and shield out
100% EMF.

● Can I use the fabric under my laptop to block radiation?

We recommend that you do not place your laptop on your lap when working, as it
generates damaging EMFs and thermal heat. If you absolutely must, you can fold the
fabric into a few layers and use it below your laptop to reduce EMF.

● How can I use the fabric to line walls?

For best signal shielding, it is recommended to use multiple layers of fabric to layer the
wall and make sure the fabric touches the wall end-to-end. You can use faraday tape to
join multiple sheets of fabric (use at least a 1-inch overlap) and seal the seams and
ends.

● Will curtains made from the fabric protect against EMF?

Yes, many customers use our fabric to create curtains and window coverings for EMF
protection. If you have tested your home and know that EMF is coming in through your



windows (from a neighbor’s smart meter or WiFi), covering your windows is a good idea
to minimize signals entering your home.

● Can I use the fabric to create bedsheets?

Our fabric is often used in bedding, where it prevents electric fields from reaching your
body when you're sleeping. This keeps your body grounded and therefore protects
against any electrical discharges that would normally be absorbed by the earth.

● Which side should the fabric be up or away from one’s body?

Our tests have shown that the fabric is equally protective no matter which side of the
fabric is facing up, so it can be used on either side. If you’re worried about the metallic
fibers rubbing against your skin you may want to line the faraday fabric with a
non-metallic fabric on the inside when creating your wearable clothing.

● Is the fabric washable?

Although the fabric is washable, we recommend that it is not machine-washed. In most
cases it is best to use a damp cloth and lightly clean away any residue.

● If I wrap the fabric around an item, will it block airport scanners?

No! The fabric will not block x-ray.

● Do you offer custom dimensions?

Our fabric is available for purchase by the yard, and measures 44 by 36 inches in size.

● What is the thickness and weight of the fabric?

The fabric is 0.04 inches thick, and weighs only 115g.


